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MS Youth ChalleNGe Academy 
Online Mentor Training 

Module 1 – Welcome to the ChalleNGe Team 

  the box beside the best answer 

 
1. The mission of the National Guard Youth ChalleNGe Program is to intervene and reclaim the 

lives of at-risk youth, to produce Program graduates with the values, skills, education and self-
discipline necessary to succeed as adults.  This is called the: 

  directive 
  mission statement 
  question 
 

2. Since inception, the National Guard Youth ChalleNGe Program has graduated over: 

  700 young adults 
  170,000 young adults 
  7 young adults 
 

3. The skills and opportunities provided to Program graduates have helped your town keep a teen 
away from: 

  delinquency 
  smoking 
  driving 
 

4. The National Guard Youth ChalleNGe Program has completed: 
 

  9 million community service hours 
  No community service hours 
  900 community service hours 
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MS Youth ChalleNGe Academy 
Online Mentor Training 

Module 2 – Overview of the ChalleNGe Program 

 the box beside the 8 core components 

  Leadership/Followership    Confidence 
 Job Skills      Health and Hygiene 
 Poise      Physical Fitness 
 Service to the Community    Self-respect 
 Life-Coping Skills     Academic Excellence 
 Responsible Citizenship    Independence 

 

 the box beside the best answer. 

1. The national Guard Youth ChalleNGe Program is a co-educational, preventative program for high 
school drop-outs ages: 
 

a. 16 – 18 
b. 15 – 19 
c. 25 – 30 

 
2. During the Residential Phase, cadets attend daily classes to prepare for the GED.  This is the 

____ core component. 
 

a. Job Skills 
b. Academic Excellence 
c. Physical Fitness 

 
3. “Quasi” means: 

 
a. Resembling somebody or something, in some ways, but not the same 
b. Exactly the same 
c. Physical Fitness 

 
4. Are program graduates required to join the military upon graduation? 

 
a. yes 
b. no 
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MS Youth ChalleNGe Academy 
Online Mentor Training 

Module 3 – What is a Mentor? 

1.    the box beside the areas of the Mentoring Pyramid. 

 Build trust    Spend money 
 Have fun    Be encouraging 
 Quit your job   Be reliable 
 Listen    Change your phone number 

 

 the box beside the best answer. 

 

2. You are talking with your cadet and you ask, “How has your week been?”  The response you get 
is, “Good.”  Choose the open-ended question you could ask your cadet to get a more in-depth 
response. 

  Can you tell me more? 
  What did you do wrong? 
  How many days were good? 
 

3. ____ is the foundation of all healthy relationships, including the relationship between a mentor 
and mentee. 
 Silence 
Money 
 Trust 
 

4. Reflective listening can be achieved by doing the following: 

 Put a  beside all that apply. 

  Listen twice as much as you speak   Empower rather than enable 
  Share your experience    Give your mentee a car 
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MS Youth ChalleNGe Academy 
Online Mentor Training 

Module 4 – Characteristics of a Mentor 

  

1. The research has demonstrated that youth in high quality relationships improve in the following 
areas: 

 all that apply 
 
 Academic performance 
 Decrease of high-risk behaviors – substance abuse, carrying a weapon 
 Reduced likelihood of dropping-out of school 

  the box beside the best answer 

2. This lesson indicates that mentors should be able to reflect on their own motivations, ________, 
and ________ in the relationship. 
 let downs and mistakes 
 actions and contributions 
 training and participation 
 

3. Complete the quote: “Mentoring is not the solution to the problems of the next generation.  
_____ comes first.” 

  Schools 
  Training 
  Parenting 
 

4. Having a youth centered focus is defined as 
 

 awareness of personal bias 
 ability to relate to youth at their level 
ability to reflect on a mentor’s own motivations. 
 

5. What is your idea of the most important characteristic of a mentor? 
 
 a box. 
  
  Trust    Time   Role Model  
  Caring   Support  Truthful 
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MS Youth ChalleNGe Academy 
Online Mentor Training 

Module 5 – The Case Manager and Reporting  

  the box beside the best answer 

1. Case management refers to the “oversight practices employed by a program, that leads to the 
active mentor matches and successful cadet placement,” within which phase of the ChalleNGe 
program? 
 
 Acclimation 
 Challenge 
 Post-Residential 
 

2. How often should a mentor send in a report? 
 
 Every week 
 Every month 
 Once a quarter 
 

3. Case managers confirm ________ 
 Placement 
 Age 
 Living arrangements  
 

4. By what date is the mentor report due? 
 1st of every month 
 15th of every month 
 25th of every month 
 

5. Some duties of the case manager include: 
 

  the box beside all that apply 
 
  Maintain monthly reports 
  Monitor and record mentor/mentee activities 
  Record cadet’s placement activities 
  Maintain contact with cadets who are active duty military 
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MS Youth ChalleNGe Academy 
Online Mentor Training 

Module 6 – Placement Definition and Goals 

Use a word from the word box to fill in the blank. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. ________________________ Working for no pay so as to contribute to the greater good of a 
community. 
 
 

 
2. ________________________ A GED program is considered full-time. 

 

 
3. ________________________ Working for pay; full-time is required. 

 
 

4. _______________________ Going to boot camp and active duty is full-time. 
 
 
 
 

5.   all true statements 
 

 
 Having a placement goal is required before graduation 
 A graduate must join the Army upon graduation 
 It may take more than one activity to fulfill full-time placement 
 The mentor must report to YCA for one year after graduation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Education  Employment 

Military   Volunteer 
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MS Youth ChalleNGe Academy 
Online Mentor Training 

Module 7- MS YCA Policies  

  the box beside the best answer 

1. Using physical force to make a mentee do what you want is a violation of which policy? 

  Hands off 
  Confidentiality 
  Reporting suspected abuse or neglect 

 
2. Who should report suspected abuse or neglect? 

  Everyone 
  No one 
 

3. In the ______ phase, the primary role of the mentor is to be in monthly contact with the cadet 
and help him be successful after graduation. 
 
 Acclimation 
 Residential 
 Post-Residential 
 

4. During this phase, the mentor/mentee matching ceremony occurs. 
 
 Acclimation 
 Residential 
 Post-Residential 
 

5. What will ensure the mentor/mentee relationship will succeed? 
 
 Persistence and consistency 
 Telling parents what you talk about  
 Storming and mourning 
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MS Youth ChalleNGe Academy 
Online Mentor Training 

Module 8 – Expectations and the Mentoring Relationship 

   all the possible things presented in the presentation that a mentor can do to work on these 
challenges with the cadet  

 

This module addresses some challenges and possible solutions for common mentor relationship issues.   

1. One issue is a mentee needing career guidance.   
 Ask about his interests 
 Expose him to new opportunities 
 Search Google for jobs 
 

2. Another issue is a mentee feeling overwhelmed.  
  Friends don’t “fix” 
 Set limits 
 Ask for feedback 
 

3. Another issue is the mentee falls out of contact. 
 
 Take a break 
 Don’t take it personally 
 Be persistent 
 

4. 4. Another issue is a mentee talks to you about risky behavior. 
 
 Hold your opinion 
 Keep his confidence 
 Tell his parent 
 

5. 5. Another issue is a mentee tests you. 
 
 Set clear boundaries 
 Tell the parents 
 Reaffirm your commitment 
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MS Youth ChalleNGe Academy 
Online Mentor Training 

Module 9 – Introduction to P-RAP 

 the box beside the best answer 

1. Is the P-RAP a tool that provides the roadmap to a cadet’s success? 
 
 yes 
 no 
 

2. Check all the functions of the P-RAP 
 
 Increases Post-Residential accountability 
 Helps Post-Residential staff monitor placement activities and work with cadets in the Post-
Residential phase 
 Provides focus for mentoring relationships and guides mentor responsibilities. 
 

3. What does the T stand for is S.M.A.R.T. goal setting? 
 
 Tested 
 True 
 Time-bound 
 

Use a word from the word box to answer the questions or fill in the blank. 
 
 

4. What might keep you from your goal?       

5. What are the necessary steps to achieve your goal called?      

6. Your goal is called the      . 

7. Use this to overcome what is keeping you from your goal.      

 

 

 

 

 

Outcome Strategies Barrier  Resources 
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MS Youth ChalleNGe Academy 
Online Mentor Training 

Module 10 – Communication Between Mentor and Mentee 
 
 the box beside the best answer 

1. This is about receiving information from the cadet, and remaining non-judgmental, and 
empathetic. 
 
 Active listening 
 Active ignoring 
 Passive listening 

 
2. What percentage of communication is non-verbal? 

 
 63% 
 93% 
100% 
 

3. When you seek to understand, you ask more questions and try to withhold ___. 
 
 Directive 
 Mottos 
 Judgement 
 

4. According to Russ Peterson, is active listening difficult? 
 yes 
 no 
 

5. How can you be an active listener? 
 
 Be in control of the conversation 
 Seek to understand 
 Use your cell phone 

 
 

 

 

E-learning takes about two-and-a-half hours total, but can be broken into smaller, fifteen-minute blocks. 

Work through the modules, complete the following quizzes, and email or fax to Mary Heard. 

 Fax 601-558-2109 or email mheard@msyouthchallenge.org.  

mailto:mheard@msyouthchallenge.org

